The Miami-Florida European Union Center of Excellence, a partnership with Florida International University, and the Jean Monnet Chair of the University of Miami, in cooperation with the School of Law of the University of Miami, cordially invite you to a guest talk and discussion:

“The EU fundamentals and potential violations by Member States: The case of Hungary today”

Presentation by:

Daniel Gugán
Corvinus University
Budapest, Hungary

When: Monday, February 13, 2011, 5.00am-6.00pm
Where: Ferré 126, University of Miami

Daniel Gugan is currently a PhD candidate in International Relations and lecturer at the Corvinus University of Budapest (Hungary). He obtained his Masters degree in 2007 in International Relations and Economics from the Corvinus University of Budapest. He is currently a visiting researcher at the University of Miami. His research focuses on the European Union's external policies, international political economics, transatlantic relations and the European Neighbourhood Policy. Since 2007 he worked for online journals writing analyses about issues in international politics and economics and he spent two years working on an EU project as financial manager. Daniel started his PhD studies in 2009 and he is currently working on his dissertation, which focuses on Euro-Mediterranean relations and the European Neighbourhood Policy.

For information on the EU Center: Maxime Larivé; 305-284-3266 maximelarive@yahoo.com
For details of the program: Joaquin Roy, Director 305-284-3266; jroy@miami.edu